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1 Amdahl’s Law

Let Fk(z) be the execution time of your application using k processors each of which executes
z zillion instructions per second.

Let p be the fraction of your application’s code that can be executed in parallel. Using
Amdahl’s law, the speedup achieved by the 8-processor machine is given by
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Uni-processor performance is given by
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Therefore, we arrive at
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We want to know when F8(1) < F1(5):
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It follows that you should use the multiprocessor if and only if the parallelism of your application
is at least 32/35.

2 Mutual Exclusion

• The Flaky algorithm satisfies mutual exclusion: Assume that Thread 0 and Thread 1 are
in the critical section at the same time. Suppose that Thread 0 left the outer loop first,
i.e. Thread 0 must have seen that turn was equal to 0. On the other hand, Thread 1
must have see turn equal to 1. The only way that turn can become equal to 1 after being
equal to 0 is if Thread 1 set it at after Thread 0 has entered the critical section. But since
Thread 0 set busy to true before it entered the critical section, Thread 1 could not have
left the inner loop.

• The protocol can deadlock: Starting with the critical section empty (busy == false):

– Thread 0 starts, sets turn to 0 and busy to true.

– Thread 1 starts and sets turn to 1.

Thread 1 is now stuck in the inner loop until Thread 0 releases the lock. However, Thread
0 repeats the outer loop since turn is not equal to 0. Thread 0 will then also be stuck in
the inner loop. Any additional thread that tries to acquire the lock will also get stuck in
the inner loop.



Thread 0 Thread 1

-------- --------

turn = 0

busy = true

* turn = 1

* busy -> true

turn -> 1

* turn = 0

* busy -> true

• The protocol is not starvation-free because it deadlocks.

3 Uncontended Locks

The wrapper fails to provide mutual exclusion:

Thread 0 Thread 1

-------- --------

x = 0

y -> -1

x = 1

y -> -1

y = 1

x -> 1

CS

y = 0

L.lock

CS

• Thread 0 sets x to 0 and observes that y is -1.

• Thread 1 sets x to 1, observes that y is -1, sets y to 1, observes that x is 1, and enters the
critical section via the fast path.

• Thread 0 sets y to 0, calls lock, and enters the critical section.

4 Tree locks

• The tree lock guarantees mutual exclusion: Induction on the depth of the tree.

– For trees of depth 1, the tree is just a Peterson lock and provides mutual exclusion
as such.

– For trees of depth d, the root node of that tree can be accessed only by threads that
acquire the left or right subtrees rooted to it. Since each of these subtrees provides
mutual exclusion, at most one thread can acquire each of them, and therefore at
most two access the root node. Therefore, at most one thread acquires the root node
and enters the critical section.

• The tree lock also guarantees freedom from deadlock and starvation: If any thread is
blocked forever by the tree lock, it must be blocked forever by one of the Peterson locks
in the tree. But each of these locks is starvation-free, which gives a contradiction.

We cannot specify an upper bound on overtaking. Assume that the doorway for a thread is
defined to be the writes to the flag and victim variables in the appropriate leaf node. A thread
t1 is overtaken by thread t2 if thread t1’s doorway precedes t2’s doorway, but t2 acquires the
tree-lock before t1 does.

While a thread is delayed, other threads can acquire any lock not yet visited by that thread
an arbitrary number of items. Consider, for example, the case of 4 threads with a two-layer tree
(two leaves), where one thread acquires the left leaf and is then delayed for some arbitrary finite
period of time. During this period, another thread can acquire the right leaf and then the root



node an arbitrary number of times. Therefore, even though the first thread has already passed
its doorway, another thread that enters its doorway after that acquires the tree-lock before the
first thread does an arbitrary number of times, and that can happen an arbitrary amount of
times.


